Financial & Reporting Controller (m/f)
Luxembourg

Job description
We are looking for an enthusiastic and motivated individual to support our Finance team in Luxembourg as Financial & Reporting Controller.

The Financial & Reporting Controller will support and supervise the administration processes and accounting procedures as well as the financial reporting for the different operative and holding entities.

Your tasks and responsibilities
Forwarding Sub Ledger:
- Obtain sound understanding of how FSL should be handled as per KN Guidelines for business fields
- Ensure that business units are at all times aware of KN guidelines and any changes thereto
- Continuous improvement in FSL controlling and development in controlling tools

P&L and Balance Sheet Analysis:
- Manage month end close processes, prepare and record journal entries in the GL and related sub-ledgers
- Build regulatory reporting and annual accounts, interact with statutory external auditors
- Obtain sound understanding of business developments and ensure reported figures are in line with these developments
- Support in monitoring KPIs, i.e. cash flow, GP in % of turnover, direct expenses per headcount, etc.
- Reporting: Support the team in preparing the monthly reporting

Your skills and experience
- Bachelor or Master degree - Finance oriented degree is advantageous
- First professional Accounting and/or Controlling experience
- Strong analytical skills
- Very good communication skills in English, German and/or French
- Ability to work under pressure

Good reasons to join
We offer a challenging role within the international environment, with a lot of opportunities to grow, attractive salary and relocation support. The Kuehne + Nagel S.à r.l. head office is located in Contern, an industrial zone in the southeastern part of Luxembourg (appr. 15min by car from Luxembourg/Luxemburg City Center). You can easily reach our offices by car via the highways from Germany (direction Trier/Saarbrücken), France or Belgium as well as by bus or by train from Luxembourg City and Trier.

Contact
Please apply via email (knlux.cp@kuehne-nagel.com) or directly online via www.knjobs.lu

With over 74,000 employees at some 1,200 locations in over 100 countries, the Kuehne + Nagel Group is one of the world’s leading logistics companies. Its strong market position lies in the seafreight, airfreight, contract logistics and overland businesses, with a clear focus on high value-added segments such as IT-based integrated logistics solutions.